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Background & objective
• Thrombopoietin Receptor Agonists (TPO-RAs), such as romiplostim, eltrombopag, and
avatrombopag, are approved for the treatment of primary immune thrombocytopenia (ITP).1

• While it was previously thought that patients would need to remain on TPO-RAs indefinitely, case
reports and cohort studies have shown that some patients are able to maintain a hemostatic
platelet count off all treatment after discontinuing their TPO-RA.2-12
• We convened a panel of experts to develop consensus on:
• When it is appropriate to consider tapering TPO-RAs in children and adults with persistent or
chronic primary ITP
• How to taper patients off therapy
• How to monitor patients after discontinuation
• How to restart therapy in the event of relapse

RAND/UCLA modified Delphi panel method
• We convened a diverse panel of 9 hematologists and 1 patient representative.
• We developed and reviewed evidence from 12 case reports,13-24 11 cohort studies,2-12 and 2 clinical
trial analyses25-26 on the cessation of TPO-RA treatment in adults and children with ITP.
• The panel was double-blinded while work was ongoing: The sponsor did not know the identity of
the non-chair experts and the non-chair experts did not know the identity of the sponsor until
publications of the work were drafted.

6 adult hematologists

3 pediatric hematologists

1 patient representative

Rating form development & patient scenarios
• We collaboratively developed the rating
form.
• Part I included 432 patient scenarios
based on 8 patient characteristics to
assess the appropriateness of tapering
therapy.

• Part II included the different ways to taper
TPO-RAs (12 items), how to monitor
patients after discontinuation (11 items),
and how we restart therapy (5 items).

Current platelet count on treatment
(normal/above normal [>150 x 109/L]),
adequate [50-150 x 109/L], responding but
still low [30-50 x 109/L])
History of bleeding (none, minor, major)
Duration of ITP (persistent, chronic)
Months on TPO-RA monotherapy (≤12,
>12 months)

Platelet response to TPO-RA (early, not
early)
Intensification of treatment (between 3
and 6 months ago, none in the past 6
months)
Trauma risk (low, high)
Use of anticoagulants or platelet
inhibitors (no, yes)

432 patient
scenarios

Conducted two rounds of ratings, before and after a meeting
• We independently rated each item in the rating form on a 1 to 9 scale.

• Discussed our ratings during a virtual meeting on March 18-19, 2020.

1
How appropriate is it to
recommend tapering
(with the aim of
discontinuing) TPO-RAs
in a patient with these
characteristics?

Inappropriate, I would not
recommend tapering
treatment in this patient
because the risks of
discontinuing treatment
outweigh the benefits

9
I’m not sure (e.g., due to
inadequate data) or the
risks and benefits of
discontinuing treatment in
this patient seem roughly
balanced

Appropriate, I would
recommend tapering
treatment in this patient
because the benefits of
discontinuing treatment
outweigh the risks

Analyzed median ratings and differences in distributions
• Median ratings were calculated for each item and classified into 4 groups.
• We conducted Chi-squared tests to determine which characteristics had a statistically
significant impact on ratings (defined as p<0.05).
• The proportion of items with disagreement decreased from 20% to 10% following the
panel meeting.

% (n)

Median ≥7-9
without
disagreement

Median ≥4-<7
without
disagreement

Median 1-<4
without
disagreement

Disagreement
(≥2 ratings of
1-3 and ≥2
ratings of 7-9

First-round

13% (59)

15% (68)

52% (241)

20% (92)

Second-round

14% (66)

24% (110)

52% (237)

10% (47)

Five characteristics significantly impacted ratings

Characteristics included in patient scenarios

p-value

Platelet count (normal/above normal [>150 x 109/L]), adequate [50150 x 109/L], responding but still low [30-50 x 109/L])

<0.001

History of bleeding (none, minor, major)

0.001

Intensification of treatment (between 3 and 6 months ago, none in the
<0.001
past 6 months)
Trauma risk (low, high)

<0.001

Use of anticoagulants or platelet inhibitors (no, yes)

<0.001

Duration of ITP (persistent, chronic)

0.427

Months on TPO-RA monotherapy (≤12, >12 months)

0.964

Platelet response to TPO-RA (early, not early)

0.881

Consensus about when to taper TPO-RAs
Responding but still low
platelet count (30-50 x 109/L)
Adequate platelet count (50150 x 109/L)

Inappropriate

History of major
bleeding1

History of minor
bleeding2 or no
history of bleeding3

Inappropriate

Yes, using
anticoagulants or
platelet inhibitors4

Not using
anticoagulants or
platelet inhibitors

Inappropriate
Except: uncertain in patients with a low
risk of trauma5 who have not required an
intensification of treatment in the past 6
months6

Uncertain
Except: appropriate in patients with a low
risk of trauma who have not required an
intensification of treatment in the past 6
months and have no history of bleeding

Consensus about when to taper TPO-RAs
Normal/above normal platelet
count (>150 x 109/L)

History of major
bleeding

Yes, using
anticoagulants or
platelet inhibitors
Not using
anticoagulants or
platelet inhibitors

Inappropriate in patients with a
high risk of trauma7

Uncertain in patients with a low risk
of trauma

Uncertain
Except: appropriate in patients with a low
risk of trauma who have not required an
intensification of treatment in the past 6
months

Inappropriate in patients with a
History of minor
bleeding or no
history of bleeding

Yes, using
anticoagulants or
platelet inhibitors

high risk of trauma

Not using
anticoagulants or
platelet inhibitors

Appropriate

Appropriate

in patients with a low
risk of trauma who have not required an
intensification of treatment in the past 6
months

Except: Uncertain in patients with a high
risk of trauma who have required an
intensification of treatment between 3 and
6 months ago

Example consensus statements about how
to taper TPO-RAs
• It is inappropriate to discontinue TPO-RA monotherapy without tapering.

• Eltrombopag and romiplostim can be tapered by decreasing the dose periodically to the
minimum available dose but maintaining the time interval between doses.
• It is appropriate to measure the platelet count soon after the patient has discontinued
treatment (e.g., within 1-2 weeks) and with decreasing frequency over time assuming a
successful clinical taper.
• In many cases, it is appropriate to consider restarting therapy when the patient’s platelet
count is <30 x 109/L and shows any signs of bleeding beyond skin manifestations.
Thresholds for restarting therapy may be different for patients with different
characteristics.

Conclusions
• We used a validated methodology to develop the first set of consensus statements from
US clinical experts on tapering TPO-RA monotherapy in patients with persistent or chronic
primary ITP.
• The guidance reflects areas of greatest agreement among a panel of experts based on
currently available limited evidence.
• These consensus statements could serve as a guide for clinical care and could inform the
design and development of clinical trials that prospectively test the safety of tapering TPORA monotherapy in patients with ITP.

Thank you
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